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Abstract 

 

In recent years, search engine have a dramatic development not only in the 

technologies, but also in the market. It became an essential part of our daily life. Years 

before, when we met any kinds of problems, the first thing we have in mind was to ask 

someone who is professional in relevant area, but today, the first thing people have in 

mind is “let‟s Google it”. Google is not just a brand of company, a name of the world 

most popular search engine. But an action people do daily. This is the way search 

engines changed our lives. 

 

The situation is similar in China, but with a few differences. China‟s economic growth 

at a fast pace, but the average schooling level are cannot compatible with its economic 

growth. So rather than the people from western world, they use search engine to solve 

problems, search engine in China was mainly play a role to help people how to surfing 

Internet. 

 

On the other hands, language is also important. When the Internet was just become 

popular, the lack of Chinese contents on the web page makes it difficult for a common 

user to use. And this gives a Chinese company Baidu an opportunity. By establishing 

its own search engine and several relevant products, Baidu proved its dominant 

position in Chinese search engine market.  

 

In this term paper, I will give you a basic idea what is the current situation in China‟s 

Internet market, and by introducing you different search engines from several Chinese 

companies I would like to explain the difference between China market and 

worldwide. 
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1. General view of web search 

engine 

 

The web search engine is designed to 

search for information on the World 

Wide Web or any kinds of web 

servers. The search results are 

generally presented in a list of results 

and often called hits. The searched 

information could be images, web 

pages, audio and video or a 

combination.
1
  

 

Currently as the cloud computing 

concept is becoming popular, a search 

engine is operating not only restrict 

on web page contents, but also web 

storage servers. From on hand, it will 

help to improve the search accuracy, 

and meanwhile, it makes possible to 

the user manage their web stored 

contents with search engines. 

 

Commonly, search engine is operated 

base on specific algorithmic due to 

the query (whether you are looking 

for image or video). But in some 

country it also interfered by human 

edit. 

 

1.1. The origin of web search engine 

 

The first hundred web sites were 

mostly established at colleges, but 

long before most of them came from 

Archie. The first search engine 

created was Archie, in 1990 by Alan 

Emtage
2
, a student at McGill 

University in Montreal. The original 

                                                             
1
 From wikipedia 

2
 http://archie.icm.edu.pl/archie-adv_eng.html 

intent of the name was "archives," but 

it was shortened to Archie. 

 

Archie helped solve this data scatter 

problem by combining a script-based 

data gatherer with a regular 

expression matcher for retrieving file 

names matching a user query.  

Diagram 1-1 the first search engine 

 

Essentially Archie became a database 

of web filenames which it would 

match with the users‟ queries. 

 

After Archie appears, there are several 

search engine have been developed, 

like Veronica and Jughead. Both of 

them worked on plain text
3
 files. 

 

1.2. The development of search engine 

 

In the first generation of search 

engine, web page information was 

added into search engine database by 

human edit. As the Internet growth 

faster and contains much wide range 

and huge quantity of knowledge, it 

becomes impossible to edit the search 

engine by human. So the computer 

robot was introduced. 

 

Commonly, a computer robots is a 

program that can automate repeat 

tasks at a fast pace. In the search 

engine area, the robots is called „web 
                                                             
3
 Plain text is the contents of an ordinary sequential 

file readable as textual material without much 
processing, usually opposed to formatted text. 

http://archie.icm.edu.pl/archie-adv_eng.html
chrome-extension://dhgpkiiipkgmckicafkhcihkcldbdeej/content.html
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crawler‟. Search engine use crawler 

which search or crawler the web for 

information. When spider works, it 

very much likes the browser to 

request a web page, in additional it 

can record links to help search engine 

identify the status or contents of this 

web page. 

 

A search engine has three main parts. 

Search engine spiders crawls the 

whole Internet and send the web page 

information to Search engine index
4
. 

So when you are searching for 

specific phrase on the search engine, 

you are actually search the recently 

updated index which represents the 

content of web page instead of whole 

Internet. The third part is Search 

engine interface. 

 

There are three different types of 

search query, base on those types, 

search engine can identify what 

specific information is user looking 

for, and quickly give the response. 

 

 Informational – seeking static 

information about a topic 

 

 Transactional – shopping at, 

downloading from, or otherwise 

interacting with the result 

 

 Navigational – send me to a specific 

URL. 

 

1.3. Major search engine product on 

the market 

 

For the search engines, they are all 

used to search information on web 

                                                             
4
 Search engine index is also known as catalogs. 

page or Internet sources. But in the 

Internet market, there are various 

search engines, even Google account 

84% of total market share, but there 

still some other options. From my 

opinion this is because two reason. 

 

First is language. In some 

non-English speaking country, it 

might be a problem for them in using 

Google or Yahoo, or you cannot get 

the same amount of search result as 

you search in English then your own 

language.  

 

The second reason is the content you 

are searching. As the search 

technology developed, search content 

was not restrict on web page, but also 

documents, pictures, videos etc. so 

there are various search engines for 

special purposes. For example, 

Amazon is used for online shopping. 

 

1.3.1.  Different search engine 

by search purpose 

 

From my side, I think there are two 

groups, comprehensive search engines 

and special purpose search engines. 

 

For the most well known 

comprehensive search engine Google, 

it was used all over the world and 

covered almost every Internet market. 

By using Google, you can search web 

pages, images, video (redirect to 

YouTube which currently is 

subsidiary of Google), maps etc. 

 

Similarly, there are some other 

comprehensive search engines like 

Yahoo! Bing etc. 
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By contrast, there are some search 

engines for specific searching 

purposes or content. Like A9 for 

Amazon online shopping, imdb for 

movies, Wikipedia for online free 

Encyclopedia etc. 

 

There are also very popular smaller 

vertical search services like 

Del.icio.us
5
 which allows you to 

search URLs that users have 

bookmarked, and Technorati
6
 allows 

you to search BLOGs 

 

1.3.2. Different search engine by 

language 

 

Currently, as I know only China has 

commercial search engine originally 

based on its own language.
7
 To build 

a search engine based on local 

language have to have three factors: 

 

 large amount of online resource based 

on that language 

 users 

 special sale points 

 

Those requirements are summarized 

from the experience of search engine 

from China. I would explain all of 

them in the following chapters. 

 

2. Internet industry in China 

 

From the first Internet connection till 

now, it was already 23 years passed 

through. Internet industry in China 

                                                             
5
 http://www.delicious.com/ Del.icio.us was from 

Yahoo! 
6
 http://technorati.com/ 

7
 Russia has a search engine called Yandex based on 

European language, but currently I don’t know if it has 
commercialized. 

was becoming completed ever then 

before. 

 

Especially in recent years, the 

evolution of Internet technologies 

brings new development opportunities. 

Under this situation, Internet industry 

and the Internet user in China have 

shown several changes. 

 

In this chapter, I will give you a 

general view of Internet industry in 

China. 

 

2.1. History of Internet in China 

 

The first Internet connection of the 

P.R. China was established on 20, 

September, 1987 between ICA 

Beijing and Universität Karlsruhe, 

under the relationship between Prof. 

Werner Zorn and Prof. Wang yunfeng. 

Since then the Internet industry have a 

dramatic development in China. 

 

2.2. Development of Internet industry 

in China
8
 

 

Until June 2010, Chinese Internet 

consumed 250 millions IPv4 

addresses. The total amount of 

domain name was 11.21 million 

which was declined 33.4%. The 

percentages of .CN was decreased 

from 80% to 64.7%, by 

contrast .COM was increased from 

16.6% to 29.6%. 

 

The website amount also shows a 

decline to 279 thousand. Website 

with .CN domain name was 205 

thousand which account for 73.7%. 

                                                             
8
 Source comes from CNNIC 26

th
 Internet industry 

report, published on June 2010. 

http://www.delicious.com/
http://technorati.com/
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The Internet export bandwidth was 

998217 Mbps, increased 15.2% in the 

last six month. 

 

2.2.1. IP address 

 

Diagram 2-1 IPv4 utilization in China 

 

Even it was already used 250 millions 

of IPv4 address, it still far behind the 

demand of 420 million Internet users 

in China, so it is exigent to deploy 

IPv6 instantly. Until now China have 

395*/32 IPv6 addresses, ranked 13
th

 

place in the world. 

 

2.2.2. Website 

 

Diagram 2-2 half year exchange rate of 

Website since the end of 2006 

 

Until June 2010, the total number of 

website registered in P.R. China was 

279 thousand, decreased 13.7%. 

 

 

2.2.3. International network 

export bandwidth 

 

Diagram 2-3 the exchange rate of international 

network export bandwidth 

 

The export bandwidth keeps 

increasing and reached 998214.45 

Mbps in the mid of 2010. 

 

2.2.4. Internet applications 

 

All the application was grouped in 

four categories. Yellow for 

Entertainment; Light green for 

Information source; Bright blue for 

communication; Orange for 

e-Commercial.  

 

Entertainment application was the 

most popular group among peoples. 

 

Meanwhile the e-commercial group 

shown a strong increase in the last six 

month, until June 2010, the usage rate 

of Online shopping, Online Payment, 

Online Banking was reached 33.8%, 

30.5%, 29.1% separately, compare to 

the end of 2009, they were increased 

31.4%, 36.2%, 29.9% respectively 

which was the fastest growing group. 
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Table 2-1 Major Internet applications in 

China  

 

Both Social network and Search 

engine showed a strong increase 

during the last six month. 

 

2.3. Internet user structure in China 

 

The user structure will help us to 

understand some special Internet 

phenomenon in China. 

 

2.3.1. User quantity 

 

Diagram 2-4 increase rate of Internet user in 

last five years in China 

This figures shows that until June, 

2010, the total number of Internet user 

in China reached 420 million
9
, 

account for nearly 31.8% of total 

populations. In this figure with 277 

million users access Internet via 

Mobile phone. And it was estimated 

to be 469 million totally Internet users 

in the end of 2010. 

 

2.3.2. User’s age 

 

Diagram 2-5 Internet users from different ages 

 

The figure 2-5 indicates that Chinese 

Internet user is mainly focus on 10 to 

29 ages, but youth Internet user was 

decreased from last 6 month, people 

from age 30-59 shown an increase. In 

this case, the proliferation of search 

engine helps those people, who were 

not familiar with computer. That is the 

reason the figure increased. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
9
 Figure comes from CNNIC published on 15, July, 

2010. 
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2.3.3. Education qualifications 

 

Diagram 2-6 education qualification among 

Internet user 

 

Majority Internet users have high 

school qualification and keep 

increasing, but on the other hands, an 

interesting phenomenon is that people 

who have college education shown a 

decline in the first six month of 2010. 

 

2.3.4. Occupations 

 

Diagram 2-7 Internet user occupation 

structure comparison 

 

From this figure we can see that 

student is the largest user group, and 

its volume is still growing. 

Meanwhile free job worker also show 

a strong increase, 3.7% higher than 

last year, peasant group also show its 

potential, increased from 2.8% to 

4.7%. By contrast, unemployed 

Internet user was decline dramatically 

from 9.8% to only 4.2%. 

 

2.3.5. Locations 

 

Diagram 2-8 Proportion of Internet users from 

Urban and Rural area. 

 

Until June 2010, Internet user from 

rural area was reached 115 million, 

account for 27.4% of total Internet 

user. Its increase rate was 7.7% in the 

last six month. Compare to rural 

inhabitant, Internet user from urban 

area was increased 10% in the last 

half year, reached 304 million and 

mark up 72.6% of total number of 

users. 

 

The construction and popularize of 

Internet service in rural area was 

dragged down by the restricted 

economic development. But as 

government put its future focus of 

economic growth on the rural and 

outer suburbs, I believe that those 

areas will be the new increasing point 

in the next coming years. 
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2.3.6. Access method 

 

Diagram2-9 Number of mobile phone Internet 

user. 

 

For the biggest reason of the increase 

of cell phone Internet user was the 

proliferation of 3G networking and 

reduction in overall expense.  

 

The same situation is shown up 

worldwide, and to meet the demand of 

Internet search on mobile devices in 

the future, search engine provider 

Google have launched its mobile 

device Android
10

 to introducing its 

search engine into mobile market. 

 

To summarize, during last year, the 

number Internet user in China was 

keeping growth and reached 420 

millions in June 2010, 36 millions 

more to the end 2009. The 

popularizing rate of Internet 

utilization was reached 31.8%.  

 

The application of Internet service is 

very popular among student, and it 

account for 30.7% of total number of 

Internet user which is the largest 

group in statistics. 

 

 

 

                                                             
10

 Android is the name of Mobile device operation 
system. 

2.4. Utilization of search engine 

 

In the first six month of 2010, the 

search engine utilization rate was 

increased for 3% reached 76.3%, 320 

million Internet users use search 

engines in China. 

 

Diagram 2-10 increased utilization of web 

search engine 

 

On the other hands, the frequency of 

utilization of search engine was also 

increased. People were used to get 

information through web search 

engines. To fulfill this increasingly 

demand, web search engine provider 

in China developed some new 

products, like Web Browser, 

Language input service, online 

community etc. And all of those 

products are connected with search 

engine. 

 

3.  Search engine in China market 

and its characteristics 

 

There are various search engines on 

China Internet market, especially in 

recent years, increasing number of 

Internet service provider begin to 

develop their own search engines and 

combine the search engine with their 

Internet products (i.e. Online 

Community) 
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In this chapter I will introduce some 

representative search engine in China. 

 

3.1. Google 

 

Google is the world most well known 

search engine. Since July 2005 

Google have officially launched 

China, it spent lots of time on 

localization. This not only gives 

Google China a beautiful Chinese 

name, but also various specific 

designed search services. For example, 

Google music which allows user 

download mp3 format music files 

with fully copy rights from web 

pages. 

 

On March 2010, Google announced to 

leave China. Officially they claimed 

that because company cannot reach a 

certain agreement with department of 

network supervision of China 

government, so they chose to leave. 

 

In the same year 30
th

 June 2010, 

Google face expire of its website 

„Google.cn‟ ICP license, and Google 

has not valid it. Then after 5 years 

operation in China, Google.cn has 

been closed. 

 

But Google do not stop offering 

simplified Chinese searching service, 

all the queries from P.R. China are 

redirect to the Google server in Hong 

Kong, currently it still account for 

over 25% of market share in China. 

 

3.1.1. who use Google in China 

Google is very popular among 

software engineers and IT industry 

employees in China. Normally 

Google has very high occupancy 

around professional Internet users. 

 

3.2. Baidu 

 

Baidu is the biggest Chinese search 

engine company in the market. 

 

At the beginning, Baidu has only 7 

employees include the CEO Robin Li. 

After 3 years intensive R&D of search 

engine algorithm, it began to compete 

with competitors like Google and 

Yahoo since 2004 and marked up 40% 

market share in China. 

 

When Baidu began its search engine 

business in 1999, it is difficult for it to 

go forward, because there are not 

enough Chinese contents on the 

Internet. To change this situation, 

Baidu developed several products. 

„Baike‟ is online encyclopedia
11

. 

„Zhidao‟ is an online know-how 

application, people can post questions 

on the webpage and anyone can give 

the answer or advice base on his 

knowledge. „Tieba‟ is one the most 

popular online community in China. It 

is very like forum or BBS. You can 

open your interested topic, or attend 

other ones topics. 

 

In August 2009, Baidu introduced 

Box Computing as its cloud 

computing platform. It gives 

opportunity to the 3
rd

 party service 

vendors, to combine their online 

service with Baidu‟s search engine 

interface. This service not only 

improved the search accuracy, but 

also extends search engine territory. 

                                                             
11

 At that time Wikipedia were not existed. 
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This might be the solutions for the 

search engine company to make profit 

in the future. 

 

Diagram 3-1 Baidu’s Box Computing 

 

All of the online product from Baidu 

are based on the demands of Chinese 

Internet user, and connected with its 

search engine. Most of them are 

having very good reactions, and this 

was greatly help Baidu to compete in 

the market. 

 

Until the end of 2010, Baidu have 

reached 76% market share in China, 

and became the 3
rd

 largest search 

engine worldwide account for 3.5% 

market share, the same as Bing from 

Microsoft. 

 

 

3.2.1. who use Baidu in China 

Baidu is not like Google, it is 

commonly refused by the professional 

users, but it is extraordinary popular 

among common people who did not 

have professional knowledge in 

computer, and this common person 

account for the largest market share in 

Internet market of China. 

 

3.3. SOHU and Sogou 

 

SOHU.com is one of the largest 

website in China. Founded in 1998, at 

the beginning, SOHU was the first 

search engine provider in China. But 

afterward under the pressure of 

shareholders, CEO has to put 

company‟s priority on online 

community and website development. 

 

In 2005, SOHU back to search engine 

market by establish subsidiary 

company Sogou. It was described as 

third generation interactive search 

engine when it launched. Its „go2map‟ 

service has very good reputation 

among user. And Sogou Chinese input 

method is the most popular input 

method in China. It can sync the 

popular search keyword with web 

service and client. 

 

Currently, SOHU is ranking 43
th

 

overall place on Alexa
12

, and Sogou is 

ranking 82
th

 overall place. 

 

3.3.1. who use SOHU or Sogou 

in China 

Sogou are very successful in map and 

navigation application, its map 

application called „go2map‟ is very 

popular and has good reputation in 

China search engine market. People 

who need map information or people 

who is the loyalty user of SOHU 

website would use it. 

 

3.4. Others search engine in China 

 

Microsoft Bing and Yahoo! also 

launched their search engine product 

in Chin, but it seems the search 

engine is just an appendix of their 

main products. There is nothing 

special than Google, they just a 

combination of their own resource. 

For example of Microsoft, they just 

integrated Bing with IE and Windows 

                                                             
12

 http://www.alexa.com/ base on the data of 17 Jan 
2010 

http://www.alexa.com/
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live service. 

 

On the other hands, Amazon launched 

China market by purchase a Chinese 

famous B2C online shopping website, 

to get the supply chain resource from 

local vendor and sales distribution 

channel. 

 

3.5. Top ten Keywords for 2010 from 

China and worldwide 

 

By listing top ten keywords of year 

2010 from both Google global and 

Baidu, China. We can see the 

difference habit between Chinese user 

and worldwide. 

 

Top 10 keywords by Google global: 

1. Chatroulette (video chat website ) 

2. iPad 

3. Justin Bieber (Singer) 

4. Nicki Minaj (Hip Hop Singer) 

5. Friv (Game website) 

6. Myxer (Mobile phone tones) 

7. Katy Perry (Pop Singer) 

8. Twitter 

9. Gamester (Game website) 

10. Facebook 

 

Top 10 Keywords by Baidu: 

1. QQ (Instant chat software) 

2. Weather report 

3. Online translation 

4. 《非诚勿扰》(movies) 

5. Google 

6. Sogou (Search engine) 

7. 《一起又看流星雨》(TV episode) 

8. Lottery 

9. 4399 (Online gaming platform) 

10. University entrance examination 

 

Compare with two groups, we can see 

Chinese Internet user are more 

interested at movies and TV episode 

resource, but people from worldwide 

are show more interest at 

entertainment content, like celebrities‟ 

news, cool electrical application or 

online social network. 

 

The reason for this difference is 

various. From my point the most 

important factors is the user structure, 

because students was the largest 

Internet user group in China, and they 

are more interested at those movies 

resource. 

 

4. Government’s censoring and 

Google’s leave 

 

On 23
th

 March 2010, Google have 

announced to shut its search business 

in mainland China, the search query 

from China mainland will be redirect 

to Google Hong Kong servers. This 

was because the arguments between 

Google and China government on 

censoring search result. 

 

After 5 years operating in China, 

Google have reached about 50% of 

market share in Chinese search engine 

market in 2009, and this figures 

decline to below 25% at the end of 

2010. 

 

The censoring from China 

government was not only restricted in 

Internet industries, all the area related 

with Publications, News, Media are 

all under the supervision of special 

department of government. From 
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government‟s speech this is for the 

national stability. 

 

4.1. The deployment of Google in 

China 

 

Google was first launched China 

market in 2005, since then it spent 

lots of time and money on localization. 

From one side, in China and very 

broad area in Asia people speak 

Chinese rather than English. On the 

other side, the major culture diversity 

makes people‟s focus different which 

may influence the search habit on 

Internet, only you learn from 

customer what is their concerning, 

and then you can make your search 

result more accurate. 

 

To do this, Google have invested two 

data center in China, one was in 

Beijing for Google.cn, other one is in 

Hong Kong for google.com.hk 

meanwhile data center in Hong Kong 

has also in charge of response the 

queries from south-east Asia who is 

using traditional-Chinese.  

 

Meanwhile, Google have also launch 

specific search engine product for 

Chinese market like Google music, 

Google Pinyin. Google Pinyin is 

Chinese Character input method. 

 

4.2. Google’s philosophy 

 

In Google‟s philosophy, “a perfect 

search engine would understand 

exactly what you mean and give back 

exactly what you want”
13

. They have 

                                                             
13

 Larry Page, co-founder of Google Inc. 

also list ten things as to be the 

company‟s belief. 

 

The No. 4 of their belief Democracy 

on the web page, they said “Google 

search works because it relies on the 

millions of individuals posting links 

on websites to help determine which 

other sites offer content of value. We 

access the importance of every web 

page using more the 200 signals and 

a variety of techniques which analyzes 

which sites have been ‘voted’ to be the 

best source of information by other 

pages across the web.”
14

 

 

So it is not odd to see that finally 

Google choose to leave. But I also 

believe that government censor is not 

the only reason Google leave Chinese 

market. 

 

4.3. Resistance in China 

 

Since Google entered the China 

search engine market, it has to face 

competition from worldwide and 

locally. From local competitors even 

Google try hard to eliminate the 

culture gaps, but it was not very 

successful. When you search some 

Chinese content, Google can give you 

the most amount of result, but most of 

them are irrelevant with the keyword.  

 

At the time 2009, global search 

engine market was increased 46%, 

Google account for 66% of total 

market share globally. But it was 

different situation in China.  
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 http://www.google.com/corporate/tenthings.html 
‘Our philosophy’ from Google. 

http://www.google.com/corporate/tenthings.html
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From 2007 to 2008 Google‟s growth 

rate was over 100%, in 2009 Chinese 

search engine market increased 38.2% 

and reached total value of 1.02 billion 

US dollars, but Google revenue was 

only increased last than 50% its 

market share also decreased, by 

contrast, its Chinese competitor Baidu 

have a dramatic developed in this year, 

and over take Google became No.1 

search engine in China. Meanwhile 

Microsoft reorganized its resource and 

introduced Bing to worldwide also 

gives Google pressure. In the year 

2009, global economic was severe 

damaged by the financial crisis, 

makes Google in a tough situation. 

 

All of this, may cause the Google 

choose leave. 

 

4.3.1. From competitors 

 

Search engine providers from China 

have advantages in better 

understanding of Chinese language 

and culture customs in daily life. So 

they have both advantages from 

technical area and operating area. 

 

4.3.2. From government 

 

China have very complicated political 

environment, government always try 

hard to let everything under control. 

So this may case government interfere 

business operation excessively. 

Sometime the government 

requirement is contradict with 

company‟s philosophy.  

 

 

5. Summary 

 

To conclude, there are various search 

engines in China. Most of them are 

works very well particular area, 

except Baidu. And every of them are 

all developing the function on 

combination of search engine with 

cloud computing. From current 

market reactions, it will be future 

trends. 

 

On the other hands, it also very 

important for all of those search 

engine venders to think about, what is 

the proper way to make profit with 

search engines? Bidding rank has its 

restriction and great shortage; Box 

Computing
15

 sounds reasonable, but 

it still haven‟t put into actual; 

advertisement is better than bidding 

rank but it still too much human 

interferes in algorithm. Only with a 

good commercial operation, search 

engine industry can have a virtuous 

circle. 

 

No matter what are the futures for the 

next generation of search engine, 

cloud computing or interactive, it has 

no shadow of doubt that search engine 

market will keep growing. All search 

engine vendor have to think about 

combine their own resource to make 

its product competitive. Last month, 

news reports said that Google was 

looking for the opportunities return to 

Chinese market, currently they focus 

on providing advertise service to 

Chinese enterprise who have business 

in oversea market. 

                                                             
15

 Box Computing is cloud calculation service platform 
provide by Baidu. 
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